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### Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSP</td>
<td>Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the Convention on Biological Diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN</td>
<td>Andean Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD</td>
<td>Convention on Biological Diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCALMR</td>
<td>Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEIT</td>
<td>Countries with Economies in Transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITES</td>
<td>Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>Conference of Parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTE</td>
<td>WTO Committee on Trade and Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBU</td>
<td>German Federal Foundation for Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>UNEP Division of Environmental Conventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRD</td>
<td>EU Directive on the Deliberate Release of Genetically Modified Organisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEC</td>
<td>European Economic Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCCC</td>
<td>United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELD</td>
<td>Foundation for International Environmental Law and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATS</td>
<td>General Agreement on Trade in Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATT</td>
<td>General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFC</td>
<td>hydrofluorocarbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICAO</td>
<td>International Civil Aviation Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCAT</td>
<td>International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICJ</td>
<td>International Court of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICNAF</td>
<td>International Convention for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>International Labour Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMO</td>
<td>International Maritime Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPR</td>
<td>intellectual property rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWC</td>
<td>International Whaling Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRTAP</td>
<td>Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEA</td>
<td>multilateral environmental agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAFO</td>
<td>Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAFTA</td>
<td>North American Free Trade Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>non-governmental organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAU</td>
<td>Organization of African Unity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODS</td>
<td>ozone-depleting substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPAR</td>
<td>Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Northeast Atlantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAAs</td>
<td>parts of assigned amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAMs</td>
<td>policies and measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICCP</td>
<td>Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPS</td>
<td>Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>total allowable catch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBT</td>
<td>Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TREM</td>
<td>trade-related environmental measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIPS</td>
<td>Agreement on Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCTAD</td>
<td>United Nations Conference on Trade and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP</td>
<td>United Nations Environment Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNESCO</td>
<td>United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLT</td>
<td>Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSSD</td>
<td>World Summit on Sustainable Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTO</td>
<td>World Trade Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abstract

The paper addresses one of this year’s Berlin Conference’s major focuses, namely problems of regime integration and joined-up policy-making on the horizontal level. It intends to contribute to existing institutions theory by developing a comprehensive analytical framework for the analysis of a particular dimension of the increase in institutional intersections, namely for the study of conflicts between international regimes in the empirical domain of environmental protection.

Based on the examination of several cases of conflicts between environmental regimes and free trade regimes, as well as drawing on various literatures including the theoretical and empirical findings of the few pioneering projects on institutional interplay (Institutional Interaction Project, UNU Inter-linkages Initiative), the paper conceptualizes inter-regime conflicts in two steps. First, starting from Keohane’s definition of international regimes, it develops a definition of regime conflicts which does not only refer to the contradiction of rules, but also allows for the inclusion of regime conflicts which exceed the legal level. Second, it identifies distinctive criteria (including the degree of conflict manifestation [latent, manifest], conflict arenas [internal, external], actors involved [bureaucracies, member states, etc.], policy fields of conflicting regimes [single-issue conflicts, cross-issue conflicts] as well as their geographical intersections), thereby differentiating between various types of regime conflicts. Furthermore, a second typology distinguishes between different solution strategies for regime conflicts.

Building on these typologies, sketches for relationally framed assumptions will be presented at the end of the paper. These hypotheses could help gain explanatory knowledge about the impact of international regime conflicts on the effectiveness of the involved regimes. Potential independent variables include some of the typological criteria (e. g. the degree of functional or geographical intersection), but also other regime properties such as the respective degree of legalization. The application of this analytical framework might prove useful when it comes to uncovering supportive conditions for the strengthening of involved environmental regimes.
Introduction

The present paper reflects first results of a dissertation project, which is funded by the German Federal Foundation for Environment (DBU) and which focuses on international regime conflicts about issues of environmental protection. The general objectives of this project are 1. the systematic capturing of conflicts on environmental issues between international regimes and 2. the gaining of first theoretical assumptions about the impact of these conflicts. Following Keohane’s definition, regimes are conceived as a particular type of institutions, namely “institutions with explicit rules, agreed upon by governments that pertain to particular sets of issues in international relations” (Keohane 1993: 28). Conflicts, i.e. incompatibilities between international regimes, may either appear between the rules of different regimes, or in the form of debates and clashes between actors who justify their behavior by referring to different regimes.

On the one hand, the paper will focus on international environmental regimes, i.e. regimes which have been particularly designed for the purpose of setting rules to the dealing with transboundary environmental problems; on the other hand, it will also take into account international free trade regimes, since the latter – due to the cross-cutting scope of their subject matter – may prove highly relevant for the political approach to ecological challenges – and thus, for the effectiveness of environmental regimes.

More concretely, the project seeks answers to the following questions:

1a. To what extent have conflicts among international regimes on issues of international environmental protection appeared so far (= taking stock)?

1b. To what extent can these conflicts be distinguished systematically, based on significant criteria? In other words: Which types of international regime conflicts exist?

2. Based on such a typology: Which theoretical assumptions can be gained with regard to the effect of these conflicts on the involved regimes? Which regime prevails under which conditions?

In the first chapter of the present paper, I will outline the background of the research project, by presenting its starting assumption of an increasing incompatibility between international regimes (Ch. I.1) as well as the state of the art of the discipline of international relations regarding the research about international regime conflicts (Ch. I.2). The second chapter develops a definition of the research subject, drawing from existing definitions of international regimes and regime overlaps. Chapter III, which hosts the key part of the present paper, addresses the first two of the above questions: it will develop a typology of regime conflicts based on distinctive criteria, and it will as well offer several examples in order to illustrate the different conflict types. The fourth chapter will briefly concentrate on the issue of solution approaches by offering a systematic overview of different strategies designed to cope with regime conflicts. Building on these typologies as well as on neo-institutionalist theory, the fifth and final chapter presents first sketches for assumptions about the impact of regime conflicts on the effectiveness of the involved regimes, thereby addressing the second major research question of the underlying project.
I. Background

I.1. Starting Assumption: Increasing Compatibility Problems among International Regimes

Since World War II, international relations have been marked by a growing interdependence in the most different policy areas. This tendency is reflected by the dramatic increase in the number of international regimes whose substantial scope eventually has been extended beyond the “classical” issues of international security and economic integration—with further impetus given by the ending of the Cold War.

Whereas – apart from different paths of interpretation – this overall tendency is not subject to serious doubts in today’s academic community, the starting assumption of this paper might face more dissent. It states that the ongoing regulation process in international relations has to some extent led to – partially detrimental – substantial and functional overlaps between regimes, i.e. the various rules addressing a specific issue area do not always make up a coherent and complementary system. Instead, most of these rule systems have been developed independently of each other, do cover different geographic and substantial scopes, and are partly marked by very different patterns of codification, institutionalization and cohesion including different compliance mechanisms and sanctioning capacities.

The emphasis on such incompatibilities, however, should not be mistaken for a return to a classical realist’s view of world politics as an anarchic environment (cf. Mearsheimer 1994); quite on the contrary, there basically is no area in today’s international relations which is not in some way regulated (although there certainly exist significant differences in the regulative density across issue areas). The assumed problem, therefore, rather is one of new – and still evolving – obstacles to the implementation and effectiveness of international law, caused by this very tendency toward regimentation. Accordingly, the starting assumption holds that though world politics is not or no longer anarchic in the first place, it tends to be chaotic (Bernauer/Ruloff 1999: 18).

A further background assumption holds that potential interactions between international regimes are likely to be found between environmental regimes and free trade regimes due to the cross-cutting nature of both subject matters. On the one hand, environmental issues affect such different fields as technology, industry and lifestyle. On the other hand, also trade issues have a cross-cutting nature, which is well exemplified by the world trade regime whose agenda has been steadily expanding; thus, since the early 1990s, several agreements which today are under the auspices of the WTO produced a number of intersections and overlaps with the norms and rules of both national and international environmental law. This notion is supported by prominent cases of incoherence between national legislation and WTO rules, one of the first ones being the well researched first tuna-dolphin-case between Mexico and the United States which appeared before the GATT in 1991.¹

¹ Tuna-Dolphin Case I (1991/92): Based on its Marine Mammal Protection Act, the U.S. banned the import of tuna caught with driftnets harmful to dolphins. Mexico (also on behalf of Venezuela) appealed to the GATT Panel which ruled that production “processes” must not be considered when justifying import bans.
I.2. State of the Art

There can be no doubt that international relations theory, in particular the neo-institutionalist school of thought, has profoundly captured the increasing interconnection and “complex interdependence” (Keohane/Nye 1977) on the international level. In fact, since its beginnings during the 1970s, research on international regimes has steadily been widening its focus: after a first stage of dealing with the formation of separate trade and security regimes, scholars eventually tended to address regimes operating in other issue areas such as human rights, environment, transport and communication, including studies on regime robustness and effectiveness (Mayer/Rittberger/Zürn 1993). The rather recent consideration of regime overlaps appearing at issue area intersections could be at the core of an emerging “third wave” of research on international regimes (Bernauer/Ruloff 1999: 17f.). Of course, this new horizontal or relational approach to international regimes is a complementary one: it will have to rely on the continuing and indispensable analyses of the formation and effectiveness of separate regimes.2

One of the first scholars to draw attention to the problem of regime interaction in a comprehensive manner was Oran Young (1996) with his first typology of institutional linkages.3 Since then, further steps have been taken by scholars both of international law and of international relations, mostly in the form of studies on conflicts between national regulations and international regimes. As for the incoherence between international regimes on both sides, only few studies have been carried out so far, mostly focusing on singular case studies, e. g. on conflicts between the Kyoto Protocol and international trade regimes (Chambers 2001a) or on the overlap between the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) (Rosendal 2000, 2001, 2003, 2003a). The conclusions of these studies coincide in the notion “that much interesting work remains to be done to formulate and examine assumptions about how and when overlap between international institutions will affect the effectiveness of international environmental cooperation” (Rosendal 2001: 113).

As for larger and more comprehensive research projects, two are particularly noteworthy: first, the Inter-Linkages Initiative of UN University (Chambers 2001; Velazquez/Piest 2003). Two other well researched cases of conflicts between national environmental law and international trade law are the second tuna-dolphin case and the shrimp-turtle case:

- Tuna-Dolphin Case II (1992): The EEC (mainly France) picked up the issue of U.S. import bans for tuna since these restrictions also applied to intermediate trade. Surprisingly, the GATT Panel rejected the EEC’s argument with the notion, that dolphins are an exhaustible natural resource which may be saved outside national jurisdiction. This was a clear contradiction to the Panel’s ruling in the first case.
- Shrimp-Turtle Case (February 1997): The U.S. (based on its law to protect sea turtles which prescribes the use of “turtle excluder devices”) banned import of shrimps from Malaysia and Thailand. Subsequently, Thailand appealed to the WTO whose Appellate Body, in October 1998, ruled U.S. behaviour as an unacceptable discrimination of free trade, however after testing the application of GATT Article XX (see also footnote # 9).

2 Including most valuable publications such as the forthcoming Underdal/Young (2004) which also addresses the problem of regime interaction (in particular the contribution by Gehring/Oberthür), Pamela Chasek’s analysis of three decades of environmental diplomacy, developing a phased process model of regime formation and implementation (Chasek 2001), or the multi-variate analyses carried out by the groups around Young (1999) and Miles/Underdal et al. (2002), the latter evaluating the effectiveness of as much as 14 environmental regimes.
3 Another early comprehensive approach to the problem of regime overlaps was provided by Herr/Chia (1995).
which focuses mostly on interactions between different environmental regimes (including potential negative effects) and second, the Institutional Interaction Project of four research institutions (Ecologic, Institute for European Environmental, Foundation for International Environmental Law and Development [FIELD], Fridtjof Nansen Institute), coordinated by Thomas Gehring and Sebastian Oberthür of the University of Bamberg, Germany (Gehring/Oberthür 2003, 2004, 2004a). Though this project, which comprises 59 case studies mostly concerning the interaction of international treaty systems and EU environmental instrument, has a general outlook on regime interplay, i.e. not only on incompatibilities, but also and for the most part on synergetic or redundant constellations, its generation of systematic knowledge via distinctive criteria provides a useful framework for the study of regime conflicts. Thus, the present paper will build on some of these criteria and use the project’s sample of conflict cases.

Finally, looking beyond the discipline of international relations, it is particularly international lawyers who have addressed the incompatibilities of rules of different international regimes. Given their comprehensive approach, two recent publications by Neumann (2002) and Pauwelyn (2003) on the conflicts and co-ordination strategies between WTO law and other international legal systems are particularly noteworthy.

Thus, especially in the last three years, several studies have been published on regime interplay by scholars of different disciplines. What is still missing though is 1. a synopsis which particularly and in greater detail focuses on regime conflicts; 2. comparative analyses of the effect of regime conflicts, i.e. of the mechanisms by which these conflicts alter the effectiveness of the involved regimes; and 3. comparative studies about (reasons for) the genesis of regime conflicts.

As the aforementioned research questions of my project reveal, I intend to contribute to the first two of these issues. Likewise, the present paper will mostly deal with the first challenge by presenting a typology of regime conflicts, but will also try to address the second research issue by developing assumptions about the impact of regime conflicts. In further in-depth studies, these and other assumptions could be put to the test; the results could prove relevant for the articulation of policy propositions regarding the harmonization of present regulative systems.

II. Definition of International Regime Conflicts

As indicated at the beginning, this paper builds on Robert Keohane’s definition of regimes as “institutions with explicit rules, agreed upon by governments, that pertain to particular sets of issues in international relations and which are referred to in an affirmative manner by governments, even if they are not necessarily scrupulously observed” (Keohane 1993: 28). The last part of this definition takes into account that rules might have become obsolete without having been altered or abolished. But what is more important about his definition, and
what distinguishes it from Krasner’s broader understanding of the term, is its straight focus on the explicitness of rules. For the purpose of the project underlying the present paper, this concentration proves useful when it comes to assessing the impact of regime conflicts on the effectiveness of the involved regimes: since rules partially include precise behavioral instructions, they allow for measuring changes in the compliance or non-compliance with the respective regime (Müller 1993: 41). The focus on explicitness further implies that – in the course of this paper – the terms “environmental regime” and “multilateral environmental agreement” (MEA) will be used synonymously.

Furthermore, while distinguishing international regimes from other types of international institutions, Keohane (1989: 3) states that, unlike organizations, regimes are not “purposive entities […] capable of monitoring activity and of reacting to it.” Nevertheless, by focusing on incompatibilities between international regimes, the research project will necessarily also capture conflicts between organizations. Regimes are what organizations collide about: they can be part of organizations which can initiate, administer or enforce them. In many cases, regimes are even forerunners of organizations (e.g. GATT for the WTO). Therefore, the research project will also use the term “regime conflict” for collisions of two international organizations as long as these collisions can be traced back to the incoherence between regimes under their respective auspices (e.g. the conflict between the CBD [UNEP] and the TRIPS agreement [WTO]).

Starting from this understanding, the next step towards a definition of regime conflicts is to look at the more general phenomenon of regime interactions. In his taxonomy, Oran Young (1996: 2ff.) differentiates between four types of such “institutional linkages”:

1. “embedded institutions” (= issue-specific regimes embedded in overarching institutional arrangements, i.e. “a whole suite of broader principles and practices that constitute the deep structure of international society as a whole”); example: the 1992 CBD being predicated on an “understanding of international society as a society of states possessing exclusive authority over their own domestic affairs, enjoying sovereign equality in their dealings with one another”;

2. “nested institutions” (= specific arrangements restricted in terms of functional scope, geographical domain, etc. “are folded into broader institutional frameworks that deal with the same general issue area but are less detailed in terms of their application to specific problems”); example: the integration of several protocols regarding different chemical substances into the 1979 Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution (LRTAP);

3. “clustered institutions” (= regimes combined with other regimes of other issue areas into “institutional packages”, i.e. a common and more generic framework), example: the 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea;

---

4 Krasner (1983: 2) defines regimes as “sets of implicit or explicit principles, norms, [binding] rules, and decision-making procedures around which actors’ expectations converge in a given area of international relations. Principles are beliefs of fact, causation, and rectitude. Norms are standards of behaviour defined in terms of rights and obligations. Rules are specific prescriptions or proscriptions for action. Decision-making procedures are prevailing practices for making and implementing collective choice.”
- 4. “overlapping institutions” (= regimes formed for different purposes and largely without reference to one another intersecting “on a de facto basis, producing substantial impacts on each other in the process”).

Unlike the first three types of regime linkages, the overlap of institutions is “often unforeseen and unintended by the creators of individual regimes” (ibid.: 6). International regime conflicts belong to this fourth type. However, they are not to be equated with it, since the mutual impact of an unforeseen intersection could also prove to be positive, i.e. synergetic. (Example: the dynamics and trigger effects between the non-binding North Sea Conferences, the binding Oslo and Paris Conventions for the Prevention of Marine Pollution and different binding EC directives, e.g. on nitrates and urban waste-water).

Hence, for a proper definition of regime conflicts, one more aspect needs to be added to Young’s understanding of this fourth type of overlapping institutions. This missing link is the aspect of “negative externality”. The term “negative” borrows from Dahrendorf’s definitions of “conflict” as any kind of relation between elements which is characterized by objective (latent) or subjective (manifest) contradictions (Dahrendorf 1961: 201). Negative externality implies that another regime – outside the behavioral complex of an environmental regime – can have a (mostly non-intended) negative impact on the effectiveness of this environmental regime.  

Subsequently, a regime conflict can be defined as:

**a functional overlap among two or more international regimes (formed for different purposes and largely without reference to one another), producing substantial negative impacts on the development and the effectiveness of at least one of the regimes involved.**

Before proceeding, I like to address three implications of this definition:

- First, the fact that the negative impact of regime conflicts is part of their definition, does not imply that these effects cease to be potential objectives of an empirical analysis. Indeed, this definition does not prejudge aspects such as the extent of this negative impact for the involved regimes, nor does it prejudice which regimes will rather prevail in the course of the conflict. Furthermore, since it leaves open when, in which form and between whom the functional overlap appears and materializes, the definition extends to conflict cases beyond the letter of the law. In other words: the definition does not only apply to the contradiction of rules, but also to potential disputes between actors which are induced by such contradictions.

- Second, dealing with “regime conflicts on environmental issues” does not necessarily foreclose that only one regime involved in the conflict is an environmental regime. In fact, as will be shown, single-issue conflicts, i.e. conflicts between two environmental regimes, are equally possible. Furthermore, of course, the “other” regime does not have to be a trade

---

\[5\] The understanding of “external” follows the study of Young/Levy (1999) on regime environmental effectiveness. There, the terms “internal” and “external” refer to the behavioral complex each regime is embedded in, i.e. the problem to be solved, the different stakeholders and their interests, etc. However, Young/Levy are pointing at consequences of a single regime in relation to its own effectiveness. Unhelpful external effects are, thus, non-intended consequences outside of the regime’s geographic and/or substantial scope, contradicting the objectives of the very regime, producing, in the worst case, boomerang effects (e.g. LRTAP’s geographical limits: Soviet leaders moved some production facilities to Siberia instead of introducing cleaner technology).
regime. As Dinah Shelton (2001: 257) has shown, MEAs can also collide with ILO resolutions or with UN human rights regimes (e.g. about the right to reproduce which is attested in the final document of the UN International Conference on Population and Development in Cairo).

- Third, the definition is also unspecified in temporal terms, meaning that it takes into account that a conflict can appear at different points in the “history” of a regime (during the negotiation process, before or after entering into force, before or after the establishment of certain regime organs, etc.). In fact, it must be assumed that the time of its occurrence is an important determinant both for the evolution of a conflict and for the form and the success of potential solution strategies. Furthermore, after appearing, a regime conflict’s shape is not carved in stone; incompatibilities don’t show up at some point in time and stay this way until they are solved (if at all). Often, they exist as a dormant or latent conflict (i.e. a contradiction between rules without any further consequences) for a long time until becoming manifest, for example in a clash between states parties.

III. Types and Examples of International Regime Conflicts

In the following, I will identify distinctive criteria in order to differentiate between various types of international regime conflicts. With my own survey still on the way, I will mostly utilize in this paper the samples of the UNU Interlinkages Project (Chambers 2001) and the Institutional Interaction Project (Gehring/Oberthür 2003, 2004, 2004a) in order to illustrate the characteristics of each type of conflict. I will first (Ch. III.1) define and illustrate main types of regime conflicts which I will distinguish by their degree of manifestation and directness (see Figure 1). In a second step (Ch. III.2), I will introduce further criteria in order to refine this typology. Finally, I will summarize the different types and examples in an overview chart (Ch. III.3).

III.1. Main Types

The aforementioned rather broad definition of international regime conflicts in terms of negative externalities\(^6\) makes it possible to account for more cases than it would have been with a more narrow, i.e. merely legal definition. Since the research project wants approaches the subject from a political scientist perspective, the objective is to particularly account for types of conflicts beyond the mere collision of rules. Thus, I will distinguish a rather legal (or latent) type of regime conflicts from what I term political (or manifest) types of conflicts. This distinction will also prove useful for analytical reasons when it comes to testing assumptions about the negative effect of regime conflicts. However, in reality, the variability of regime conflicts over time implies that one rather has to expect mixes or, put more aptly, sequences of the different types.

\(^6\) See above: Ch. II.
III.1.1. Latent Conflicts

Latent conflicts are “solely” incompatibilities of rules, i.e., they are not manifested in an immediately perceivable conflictive behaviour of actors. Building on the aforementioned general definition of regime conflicts, I define a latent conflict as:

a functional overlap among international regimes (producing substantial negative impacts on the development and the effectiveness of at least one of the regimes involved) taking shape in the form of a significant contradiction of rules, but without being manifested in the contradicting behavior of actors.

Latent conflicts are, for the time being, the regime conflicts mostly under consideration by scholars, especially those of international law. Latent conflicts are preceding most cases of what further below will be defined as manifest conflicts. Therefore, it should not come as a surprise that for the type of latent conflicts, a number of examples can be given which might be well familiar to the reader.

The most prominent cases are those of conflicts between the trade provisions of MEAs on the one hand and GATT rules on the other hand. Already in 1996, the WTO Committee on Trade and Environment (CTE) identified “about 20” MEAs containing trade provisions. Of these MEAs, three in particular authorize measures that clearly violate GATT rules through so-called TREMs (trade-related environmental measures), namely the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), the Montreal Protocol (as well as other protocols and amendments to the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer) and the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal. All three regimes collide with GATT “by banning the import of various substances on the basis of the status of the country of origin (e.g. countries that are not Parties to the MEA, Parties to the MEA that fall into particular categories, and Parties not in compliance with the MEA).” (Werksman 2001: 183).

7 In its Articles III, IV and V, CITES requires the “prior grant and presentation of an export permit” for the export of any specimen of a species included in the appendixes of the convention, no matter whether the importing country is a party or non-party. Apart from GATT, CITES also collides with the International Whaling Commission (IWC). Already during the negotiations of CITES, the anticipation of this collision has led to a reduction of Appendix I, respecting the IWC moratorium on five species of whales. In the following, also Appendix II has been scaled down. However, initiatives by Japan and Norway to exclude further species of whales have been rejected. Despite CITES regulations, each year between $20 billion and $50 billion specimen are traded, about a quarter of them illegally.

Article 4 of the 1987 Montreal Protocol (to the 1985 Vienna Convention) deals wit the “Control of trade with non-parties”. It obliges each party to ban the import and export of the substances controlled in the different annexes of the Protocol from or to “any State not party to this Protocol”. Furthermore, it grants developing countries a special status (Article 5: “Special situation of developing countries”), entitling them “to delay for ten
More precisely, the three MEAs collide with GATT’s most-favored nation treatment under Article 1 which promotes equal import or export conditions for the same good to all parties.\textsuperscript{8} Nevertheless, supposing a strict collision of rules in these three cases would turn out too simplistic, since certain provisions in GATT might tone down the respective rule contradictions. Most importantly, GATT Article XX grants “general exceptions” to the agreement’s regulations. Among these exceptions are measures “necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health” (XXb) and measures “relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such measures are made effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption” (XXg).\textsuperscript{9} However, both of these exceptions are phrased very abstractly; especially with respect to Article XXb, one has to reason what the term “necessary” implies (ibid.). So far, this has only happened on a case by case basis, and only with regard to conflicts between national regulations and GATT: whenever the Panel or the Appellate Body referred to Article XX in their rulings, they solely produced \textit{ad hoc}-interpretations which fell short from any long-term harmonization of colliding rules, let alone solving these legal conflicts in favor of the environmental regulations.\textsuperscript{10}

Despite the contradiction between the abovementioned TREMs and WTO rules, so far, there has never been a WTO challenge to a trade-related measure authorized by an MEA. This rather surprising evidence justifies the classification of these incompatibilities as merely “latent conflicts”.\textsuperscript{11}

years” the compliance with the control measures, i. e. standards and phase-out dates under Article 2. The 1999 Beijing Amendment obliges its parties to ban trade in HCFCs with all countries not parties to the Copenhagen Amendment. In its Article 7, the 1989 \textbf{Basel Convention} extends the obligation to notify states of import to the transboundary movement from a party to a non-party of the convention “mutatis mutandis”. The 1995 amendment to the Convention (Decision III/1)bans exports from OECD to non-OECD countries for final deposit. However, it is still far from entering into force.

\textsuperscript{8} “(…) any advantage, favour, privilege or immunity granted by any contracting party to any product originating in or destined for any other country shall be accorded immediately and unconditionally to the like product originating in or destined for the territories of all other contracting parties.”

\textsuperscript{9} Another possibility to avoid conflict apart from GATT Article XX is the granting of a waiver to MEAs on a case-by-case basis under Article IX of the WTO. However, this requires the votes of three quarters of the WTO member countries.

\textsuperscript{10} In the first Tuna-Dolphin case (1991/92) between the U.S. and Mexico/Venezuela, the GATT Panel decided that parties cannot invoke Article XX to protect the global commons, but only to protect resources under their national jurisdiction. On the other hand, the Panel remarked that the U.S. had not “exhausted all options reasonably available (…) in particular through the negotiation of international cooperative agreements.” This ruling implies “that internationally adopted standards such as those pursuant to MEAs could be grounds for justifying an exception” (Chambers 2001a: 94).

As for Article XXg, the 1998 Shrimp-Turtle decision (U.S. vs. Thailand/Malaysia) of the WTO Appellate Body used more tests to determine the term “exhaustible”, thereby regarding “endangered” as a synonymous term. Furthermore, it applied a so-called “chapeau” test to sub-paragraph XXg, setting out certain basic provisions that the measure must meet. However, this is easier said than done, since it assumes a possible compromise between the exception and the general rights of the members to WTO provisions.

\textsuperscript{11} Werksman (2001: 183f.), without further testing these assumptions, offers three possible explanations for the absence of manifest disputes in the three cases: 1. the self-restraint by WTO members that are also Parties to these MEAs; 2. the broad participation on both sides (all three MEAs have a high number of parties); 3. the minor economic impacts of the trade in endangered species, ozone-depleting substances (ODS) and hazardous waste.

Below, in Ch. III.2.2.1., I will briefly address some strategies which have been taken to solve these three incompatibility cases.
Apart from these three examples, the entry into force (scheduled for 16 February 2005) of the **Kyoto Protocol** to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) will literally activate another case of legal incompatibility between an MEA and WTO rules. This incompatibility concerns the trade in emissions, or, put more precisely, the trade in parts of assigned amount (PAAs) – “assigned amount” meaning the total amount of greenhouse gas emissions that each developed country (listed in Annex B of the protocol) has agreed not to exceed. Unlike the three MEAs mentioned before, the Kyoto Protocol indeed introduces a completely new product to be traded. Moreover, the protocol keeps this trade within certain limits (“caps”) and, in Article 17, restricts it to Annex B countries. However, as Chambers (2001a: 103) has rightly observed, whatever can be traded, also falls under WTO agreements. It therefore remains to be seen whether the conflict between the Kyoto Protocol and WTO rules will for a long time remain a latent conflict as is the case with the three other examples given above. “In the absence of express rules limiting PAA-related issues to the FCCC, difficulties may arise because there is no legal barrier preventing a country from bringing the case before the WTO dispute settlement” (ibid.).

**III.1.2. Manifest Conflicts**

Unlike latent conflicts, manifest conflicts don’t or do not only appear among rules, but have materialized in the form of disputes or behavioral contradictions among actors. Accordingly, I define a manifest conflict as:

---

12 The differentiated responsibility between developed and developing countries under the Kyoto Protocol (greater flexibility for countries with economies in transition [CEIT], no reduction obligations for non-Annex-B countries) collides with the WTO provision for equal or fair treatment of domestic and foreign products. This is even more severe, if two countries are parties to the WTO, but only one of them would be a member of the Protocol. The WTO’s CTE stated in its 1996 Report to the Singapore Ministerial Meeting that disputing parties which are members in both the WTO and an MEA should first try to resolve their dispute through the MEA’s mechanisms; however, the report “is decidedly vague on disputes pursuant to an MEA arising between Parties and non-Parties” (Chambers 2001a: 102f.).

13 In fact, the discussion is rather marginal whether PAAs should be considered “goods” at all, or whether the classification as “services” is more appropriate: though, in the latter case, they would not fall under GATT, another WTO agreement would apply, namely the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) which, in its Article II, like the GATT, promotes the “most-favored-nation treatment”. Moreover, the issue of PAA-trading might further be complicated by the concrete measures which could be applied in case of non-compliance. So far, Article 18 of the Kyoto Protocol only asks the Conference of Parties (COP) “to approve appropriate and effective procedures and mechanisms to determine and to address cases of non-compliance”. Such mechanisms could include trade-related sanctions which, then, again would collide with GATT or GATS (Chambers 2001a: 104f.).

Finally, Chambers (ibid.: 100) points out another area where conflict can arise, namely the so-called PAMs under Article 2 of the Protocol. These are “policies and measures” which parties should apply in order to meet their quantified emission limitation and reduction commitments. Among these PAMs are fiscal incentives, tax and duty exemptions and subsidies in all greenhouse gas emitting sectors. Therefore, “PAM-guided regimes are likely to affect the competitiveness of national industries” (ibid.). This could lead to a conflict with GATT Article III concerning the “National Treatment on Internal Taxation and Regulation”, stating that imported products “shall not be subject, directly or indirectly, to internal taxes or other internal charges of any kind in excess of those applied to (...) like domestic products.” In other words, the GATT does not take into account the life-cycle of products.
a functional overlap among international regimes (producing substantial negative impacts on the development and the effectiveness of at least one of the regimes involved) manifested in disputes between actors who are referring to these regimes.

The term “referring” leaves open when in a regime’s life-cycle (e. g. during negotiations or after entry into force), where (e. g. within regime organs or before courts of third parties) and, most of all, in which context or why (e. g. because of their initiatives for regime change or because of their compliance with contradicting rules) certain actors come into conflict with each other. Moreover, the definition does not foreclose who these actors are (e. g. states [parties, non-parties] or bureaucracies). This calls for the introduction of further distinctive criteria which I will present below. At this point, a first major distinction shall be applied according to another question, namely the extent to which manifest conflicts are preceded by a latent conflict, i. e. how far they are linked to an explicit incompatibility of regime rules.

III.1.2.1. Direct Conflicts

Direct manifest regime conflicts are manifestations of immediate incompatibilities of the rules of different regimes (Bernauer/Ruloff 1999), in other words: a direct manifest regime conflict is preceded by the appearance of a latent conflict. Thus, a direct manifest conflict is defined as:

a dispute or behavioral contradiction among actors who are justifying their actions by explicitly referring to the colliding rules of different regimes.

In order to illustrate the type of direct manifest regime conflicts, I will briefly sketch the example of a dispute between two states, namely between Canada and Spain. In accordance with the definition, this dispute has been the consequence of a latent conflict between two international regimes. The conflict had become manifest when the Canadian Navy arrested a Spanish flag halibut-fishing vessel in the high seas, just outside the Canadian 200-mile zone, in March 1995. Canada justified this action by referring to the rules of the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) which promotes the conservation of several fishery resources in the “waters of the North-west Atlantic Ocean north of 35°00’ latitude” (Article I.1). The Canadians claimed that, at the time of the incident, NAFO’s annual total allowable catch rates for halibut had already been exceeded. On the other hand, Spain, though indirectly being a NAFO member (via the European Union), interpreted the Canadian behavior as a violation of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) which grants countries the right to protect their marine environment only within their 200-mile zones.

---

14 See below: Ch. III.2.2.
15 More precisely, Canada referred to its national Coastal Fisheries Protection Act which again is based on the multilateral agreement underlying NAFO. This agreement, the Convention on Future Multi-Lateral Co-operation in North-East Atlantic Fisheries, entered into force in 1979. It has 18 members, including the European Union, Canada, USA, Russia and Norway. (The preceding document was the 1949 International Convention for the North-West Atlantic Fisheries [ICNAF]).
16 “with the following exceptions: salmon, tunas and marlins, cetacean stocks managed by the International Whaling Commission or any successor organization, and sedentary species of the Continental Shelf” (Article 1.4).
(“exclusive economic zones”). What made things even more complicated was that at that time, Canada – unlike Spain – had not yet ratified UNCLOS.\textsuperscript{17} The conflict was finally settled by an agreement in April 1995 between Canada and the EU, regarding control and enforcement measures such as a satellite tracking system.\textsuperscript{18} Nevertheless, Spain appealed to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) who, remarkably, in its December 1998 ruling, stated that “the Spanish submissions no longer have any object” (Article 215) and that the court lacked jurisdiction to adjudicate the dispute (Bernauer/Ruloff 1999: 13f., 35ff.).

III.1.2.2. Indirect Conflicts

The definition of regime conflicts as negative externalities makes it also possible to account for unintended consequences of certain rules. An indirect manifest regime conflict shall be defined as:

\textbf{a behavioral contradiction among actors whose actions have been (unintentionally) induced by otherwise non-colliding rules of different regimes.}

This implies: unlike in the case of direct conflicts, there is no direct contradiction among rules of two different regimes which precedes this contradiction in behavior. However, at least one of these regimes may include rules which promote a certain behavior running contrary to the objectives of the other regime. Therefore, one could also term this type “disincentive type” or “behavioral type”.\textsuperscript{19}

Three noteworthy examples for indirect regime conflicts are what I term “single-issue conflicts”,\textsuperscript{20} i.e. cases of behavioral incoherence which have occurred between two environmental regimes. The first case exists between the \textbf{Kyoto Protocol} and the \textbf{Montreal Protocol}. On the one hand, both regimes, the climate change regime and the ozone regime, are based on common principles of environmental concern, specifically with regard to threats to the global atmosphere. On the other hand, an evident incompatibility exists with regard to so-called hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). After the phasing-out of several ozone-depleting substances (ODS) by the Montreal Protocol and the following amendments to the Vienna Convention,\textsuperscript{21} HFCs were left as one of the major substitutes with no indication of an ozone-depleting effect. Thus, though none of the conventions explicitly mentions HFCs, the treaties

\textsuperscript{17} Though UNCLOS had already entered into force on 16 November 1994, Canada only ratified the convention in November 2003.
\textsuperscript{18} In fact, this agreement even confirmed NAFO’s 27,000 ton total allowable catch rate (TAC) for Greenland halibut. Furthermore, Spain and Portugal were excluded from Canadian Coastal Fisheries Protection regulations.
\textsuperscript{19} This type should not be confused with the type of “behavioral interaction” used by Gehring/Oberthür (2004: 21f.) which rather comes close to the present paper’s general type of manifest conflicts.
\textsuperscript{20} See below: Ch. III.2.1.1.
\textsuperscript{21} The ODS banned by the Montreal Protocol and the following treaties are listed in Articles 2A-2I (CFCs, halons, other fully halogenated CFCs, carbon tetrachloride, methyl chloroform, hydrochlorofluorocarbons, hydrobromofluorocarbons, methyl bromide, bromochloromethane).
have given a significant incentive for respective companies to use HFCs. However, while HFCs are important substitutes for ozone-depleting substances and, thus, are part of the solution within the ozone regime, they also represent destructive greenhouse gases to be phased out within the climate regime (Rosendal 2001: 99).

The second example for an indirect single-issue conflict again involves the Kyoto Protocol, this time revealing a potential incoherence with the CBD on the issue of reforestation. In its listing of “policies and measures” (PAMs) suggested to parties in order to meet their commitments, the Kyoto Protocol names the “protection and enhancement of sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse gases” and, more specifically, the “promotion of sustainable forest management practices, afforestation and reforestation” (Art. 2[i]). This regulation – specifically with regard to the compromise reached later, during the conference of parties held at Bonn, Germany, in July 2001 (COP 6.2) – gives Annex B-countries an incentive for rapid and uniform reforestation measures by fast-growing tree species in order to provide CO₂ sinks. However, such practice collides with the CBD’s overall objective to enhance biodiversity (Rosendal 2001: ibid.).

Another single-issue case, which takes place between a global and a regional regime, is the indirect conflict between the climate change regime and the 1992 Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic (OSPAR)22 as Skjaerseth (2002: 4) points out, the FCCC and the Kyoto Protocol induce a behavior contradicting OSPAR objectives, since they do not explicitly rule out the sequestration of CO₂ in marine oil fields, e. g. in the North Sea, in order to reach national emissions goals.

Apart from these indirect single-issue conflicts between environmental regimes, a number of indirect conflicts have taken place between MEAs and trade regimes. One example is a conflict involving the 2000 Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety (BSP) which safeguards the right of nations to regulate and to be notified about the import of living modified organisms.

On the other side, several WTO agreements – the GATT, the 1995 Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS) and the 1995 Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) – promote the rights of exporters such as equal treatment in labeling, etc. (Chaytor/Palmer/Werksman 2003:7). However, unlike the Basel Convention or the Montreal Protocol, the BSP does not collide directly with these agreements since it does not include explicit trade-related measures. Nevertheless, such measures could be derived from some of the practices suggested by the protocol, in particular since the document also does not explicitly exclude them.

Another case of an indirect cross-issue conflict exists between GATT and the Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic (PICCP). Like the BSP, the PICCP does neither include nor exclude compulsory trade restrictions, but instead leaves the initiative for concrete measures to the states parties (Neumann 2002: 262).

---

22 The acronym takes into account the convention’s preceding documents, namely the 1972 Oslo Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping from Ships and Aircraft and the 1974 Paris Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution from Land-based Sources.
III.2. Further Distinctive Criteria

In the following, I will introduce additional criteria in order to complement and refine the typology of regime conflicts presented up to this point. These additional criteria can be divided into two groups: one group of properties of the regimes which are involved in a conflict (e.g. their functional and geographical scopes), the other group including properties of the conflicts as such (e.g. conflict time and conflict place/arena).

Before getting into detail, I would first like to point out an important epistemological difference between these two groups: whereas the criteria of the second group, i.e. conflict properties, are already situated at an interactive level, the criteria of the first group, i.e. regime properties, originally are situated on the “unit-level” of separate regimes. In order to make these properties useful for the analysis of regime interaction, they first need to be framed in a relational way. In other words: they have to refer to the relational difference between the conflicting regimes with regard to their respective properties. For example, depending on the geographical scope of conflicting regimes (if one simply differentiates between global range and regional range), three relational constellations are possible: global-global, global-regional, and regional-regional.

III.2.1. Properties of Involved Regimes

III.2.1.1. Problem Structure: Single-issue Conflicts or Cross-issue Conflicts

As mentioned in the preceding chapter on indirect conflicts, there are exceptions to the intuitive assumption that international regime conflicts only take place between regimes designed for different policy fields or problem structures, such as environmental protection, free trade, human rights, etc. In fact, the effectiveness of an environmental regime can also be hampered by overlaps with another environmental regime, though, as Gehring/Oberthür (2003: 26) have shown, synergy effects between overlapping regimes of the same policy fields are much more frequent. Thus, based on the criterion of (relational!) problem structure, this paper distinguishes between single-issue conflicts, taking place among environmental regimes, and cross-issue conflicts, taking place between an environmental regime and a trade regime.

The constellation of problem structures of conflicting regimes is not only a useful typological criterion. As I will show below, it also offers a potential independent variable for explaining the impact of a conflict on the involved regimes; it might also serve as an explanatory factor when analyzing the effect of solution strategies, since one could assume that conflicts between environmental regimes are easier to be solved than conflicts between regimes from different issue areas.

However, there are more analytical implications to the distinction between single-issue and cross-issue conflicts which I briefly like to point out (though this outlook clearly exceeds the

---

23 See below: Ch. 5.1.
24 This assumption could be the starting point for an analysis of the work of UNEP’s Division of Environmental Conventions (DEC), especially of its Synergies and Interlinkages Unit.
focus of the present paper and its underlying project). First of all, as insinuated earlier, cross-issue conflicts on environmental protection issues also exist between MEAs and regimes from policy fields other than trade, e. g. human rights or international security. Furthermore, the distinction between single-issue and cross-issue conflicts should prove useful for studies on regime conflicts which completely concern issue areas other than environmental protection, e. g. international regime conflicts on security issues (cf. Daase 2004; Grigorescu 2004; Hardy/Phillips 1998; Wallander/Keohane 1999). And finally, the criterion of relational problem structure opens up a whole new research agenda for neo-institutionalist theory, since it makes it possible to lift up the so-called problem-structural approach of neo-institutionalism to the level of inter-regime conflicts: this approach originally predicts that conflicts among actors on welfare issues could rather be overcome than conflicts on security issues (Rittberger/Zangl 2003). Lifted up to the inter-regime level, the equivalent research question would be whether this prediction might hold true not only for conflicts among actors, but also for conflicts among regimes, i. e. are regime conflicts on welfare issues more likely to be solved than regime conflicts on security issues?

III.2.1.2. Geographical Scope / Jurisdiction: Global or Regional

A second important property of the affected regimes apart from their problem structure or policy field, is their geographical scope, and, subsequently the range of their jurisdiction. Roughly, one can distinguish between regimes operating on a global level such as the GATT or the CBD, and regional regimes such as the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) or the Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCALMR). As mentioned before, when framing this distinction relationally, it opens up three possible conflict constellations: among two or more global regimes (global-global), among two or more regional regimes (regional-regional) – here, one still would need to determine the geographical intersection of the involved regimes –, and among global and regional regimes (global-regional).

To give an example for the latter constellation: the two regional regimes which have just been named, ICCAT and CCALMR, both include import bans (based on production methods) which – just like in the cases of CITES, the Basel Convention, and the Montreal Protocol – contradict GATT's most-favored nation principle without having become manifest so far (Chaytor/Palmer/Werksman 2003: 7f.). Therefore, these examples can be assigned to the subtype of latent global-regional regime conflicts.

Another example for this subtype which also has been researched by the Institutional Interaction Project is the conflict between the 1990 EU Directive on the Deliberate Release of Genetically Modified Organisms (DRD) and the SPS which is under the auspices of the WTO. Whereas the former insists on an appropriate scientific precautionary risk assessment before granting the release of modified organisms, the SPS allows for the release even if this assessment cannot be temporarily provided (von Homeyer 2002: 5ff.).

---

25 See above: introduction of Ch. III.2.
26 Von Homeyer (2002: 5f.) also detected a conflict between the DRD and the TBT agreement on the issue of labeling and traceability provisions, since the TBT does not prescribe these measures in a similarly strict way.
Like the relational problem structure, also the relational geographical scope, i.e. the geographical intersection of colliding regimes, could be tested as an explanatory factor for the impact of regime conflicts.  

III.2.1.3. Further Regime Properties

Other useful distinctive criteria are the degree of legalization and the membership patterns of the affected regimes. In order not to carry too far the typological complexity of this paper, I have not included them in the overview chart below (see Figure 2). However, they will play an important role for the theoretical assumptions presented in Chapter V.1.

III.2.2. Properties of Regime Conflicts

Unlike the aforementioned regime properties, the criteria presented in this section are only applicable to the type of direct manifest regime conflicts, since they refer to features of immediate disputes between actors.

III.2.2.1. Time and Place: Internal Conflicts about Regime Change or External Conflicts due to Regime Compliance

The major reason for the introduction of the double criterion “time/place” is that, in the literature and in the course of my own analysis up to now, I could hardly find cases in which a direct regime conflict had solely taken place “outside” a regime. By “outside” I understand: not appearing within regime organs, but instead occurring “in the field” when parties comply with contradictory regime rules. In fact, the only pure example of such a case is the abovementioned dispute between Canada and Spain on the issue of halibut fishing. Hence, rather than in the form of conflicts between states parties when abiding to regime rules (= regime-external conflicts), regime conflicts tend to become manifest in a different setting, namely when reflecting rules within regime organs (= regime-internal conflicts). More precisely, a regime-internal conflict appears whenever the (hitherto latent) contradiction between rules is explicitly reflected and debated by actors, including active attempts to alter or amend the rules of at least one of the affected regimes.

Such attempts can take place in two kinds of constellations: first, they can be launched within the organs of one and the same regime (i.e. on the intra-regime level), e.g. when one or more states parties push for certain regime changes such as the inclusion of priority clauses

---

27 See below: Ch. V.1. Several studies suggest that greater differences of geographical validity – in particular when combined with different degrees of legalization – rather go along with synergetic effects (Young 1996; Shelton 2003; Skjaerseth 2002).
28 See above: Ch. III.1.2.1.
29 This distinction of regime-external and regime-internal conflicts partly follows Gehring/Oberthür (2003: 8f.; 2004: 9f.) who name different causal mechanisms of one (source) institution’s impact on another one (target): on the one hand this impact can take place on the output level, i.e. on the level of the decision-making process within institutions, and on the other hand, on the outcome level, i.e. the level of regime performance and consequences.
explicitly referring to other regimes; second, respective attempts can also be made between the organs of the conflicting regimes (i.e. on the inter-regime level), e.g. when the secretariat of one regime explicitly requests changes in the documents of another regime. Furthermore, regime-internal conflicts can occur at different stages of a regime’s life-cycle, for instance during the primary negotiations as well as after the adoption of the relevant documents, and even after their entry into force when debating treaty changes, amendments or protocols (cf. Andersen 2002).

Before naming examples for regime-internal conflicts at different points in a regime’s history, it is important to clearly point out that not any kind of internal reflection of contradictory regime rules justifies the classification as a manifest internal conflict. In fact, each rule collision, i.e. each latent conflict analyzed so far, has at least appeared in one way or another on the agenda of an affected regime; or it has even become the subject of consultations between the involved regimes. However, dealing with incompatibilities does not automatically implicate that subsequent active attempts to amend or alter a regime have taken place.

Let me illustrate this important difference by coming back to some of the latent regime conflicts mentioned earlier in this paper. For example, during the negotiations of the Montreal Protocol, the parties agreed on the establishment of an Ad Hoc Working Group of Legal and Technical Experts which should detect and prevent potential collisions of the Protocol with GATT rules. Surprisingly though, this Working Group did not see any need for immediate action such as modifying the text of the protocol (Chambers 2001a: 102f.). Still, this was not the only reflection on the matter: in 1999, a cooperation agreement between the secretariats of the WTO and UNEP was signed which included the regular exchange of information on legal issues. Furthermore, following the compatibility request of Article 31 of the Doha Declaration, the WTO’s Committee on Trade and Environment (CTE) discussed several models of harmonizing the contradictions between GATT and the trade-related measures of MEAs (von Moltke 2003). However, in all of these cases, no direct attempts to alter a regime, let alone direct confrontations between bureaucracies, have taken place which would justify the classification as manifest conflicts (Santarius/Dalkmann et al. 2004: 25ff.).

Coming now back to cases where such attempts have been launched (and which therefore can clearly pass for manifest internal conflicts), the following examples will demonstrate that such conflicts indeed can take place at different points in a regime’s life-cycle. An example of an internal conflict occurring during regime genesis (in this case during the genesis of only one of the affected regimes) is the inter-regime conflict between the Kyoto Protocol on the one hand and the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the International Maritime Organization (IMO) on the other hand. Long before entering into force, the Kyoto Protocol, in Article 2.2, explicitly asked the two organizations to take action regarding the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by planes and oil tankers. Both organizations have

---

30 NAFTA Article 104 (and, for bilateral agreements, Article 104.1) is an example for such a priority clause. It states that in cases of inconsistency between NAFTA on the one hand, and CITES, the Montreal Protocol or the Basel Convention on the other hand, “the obligations of the latter prevail.”
31 See above: Ch. III.1.1.
32 The Working Group considered the exceptions under GATT Article XX and rules of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) as sufficient in order to avoid conflicts.
reacted to this demand by discussing the topic in their respective environmental committees, however, besides some preliminary suggestions for an open emissions trading system by the ICAO, no serious steps have been taken so far. Thus, for the time being, the Kyoto Protocol’s request has *de facto* been turned down (Oberthür 2003: 7ff.).

An example for a regime-internal conflict appearing *after the documents’ entry into force* has been researched by Coffey/Richartz (2003), namely the conflict between the **EU Structural Funds** and the 1992 **EU Habitats Directive** – which is also an example for a regional-regional conflict with a maximum jurisdictional intersection. By promoting the social and economic development of structurally weak regions via measures of industrialization, the Funds’ projects have contributed to the deterioration of natural habitats which the Habitats Directive aims to protect. Therefore, after engaging into negotiations with the respective Commissioners for Regional Policy and Environment, the EU Commission established an ecological code of conduct which was included into the Funds guidelines in 1999.

Finally, the well researched (cf. Rosendal 2000, 2001, 2003, 2003a) incompatibility between the Convention on Biological Diversity (**CBD**) and the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (**TRIPS**) presents an *ambiguous case* in temporal terms since conflicts between actors took place *during and after regime genesis*. Both regimes differ in their view on property rights to genetic resources. **TRIPS** seeks to strengthen and harmonize intellectual property rights systems, whereas the **CBD** reaffirms “that states have sovereign rights over their own biological resources” (4th preambular) and advocates the equitable sharing of benefits from utilization of genetic resources (Article 1). This contradiction of rules has so far not led to disputes between states on the regime-external level, but instead, it has been the subject of several conflicts within regime organs. This goes back to the negotiation processes of both regimes: though the **CBD** had originally been advocated by several OECD countries (including the United States!), eventually, its content was strongly influenced by developing countries. On the other hand, the genesis of the **TRIPS** agreement in the course of the Uruguay Round has clearly been dominated by the U.S. and Western European countries (Rosendal 2003: 11f.). After negotiations had ended and both documents had entered into force, these regime-internal disputes were continued on an inter-institutional level: further regional conventions which run counter to **TRIPS** rules were adopted by the Andean Community (**CAN**) and by the Organization of African Unity (**OAU**) (Raghavan

---

33 As for more specific rules, **TRIPS** (Section 5, Article 27.1) calls for patent legalization in all technical fields including biotechnology: “patents shall be available for any inventions, whether products or processes, in all fields of technology, provided that they are new, involve an inventive step and are capable of industrial application.” **TRIPS** excludes plants and animals from patentability in Article 27.3, however stating that, until 2000 (developing countries until 2005), “members shall provide for the protection of plant varieties either by patents or by an effective *sui generis* subsystem or by any combination thereof”. This more or less implies the introduction of Intellectual Property Rights (**IPRs**) for plants.

The **CBD** has established a different type of property rights regime “where national sovereignty is introduced to counterbalance intellectual property rights” (Rosendal 2001: 107). More specifically, the **CBD** advocates the transfer of environmentally safe technology, including biotechnology and technologies covered by intellectual property rights, on “fair and most favorable terms” (Article 16.2). It also calls for the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from the utilization of knowledge (Article 8 and 12th preambular) from research and development (Article 15) and from biotechnologies (Article 19). Most remarkably, the **CBD** even explicitly refers to a potential regime conflict in its Article 16.5, stating that other **IPR** systems should “not run counter to [the convention’s] objectives”.

---
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2000); and the United States – being not a party to the CBD – voted against the CBD secretariat’s request for observer status during TRIPS conventions (Rosendal 2003: 13ff.).

### III.2.2.2. Actors: Bureaucracies, States or Non-state Actors

When it comes to distinguishing which actors predominantly engage into manifest regime conflicts, the findings so far point at **bureaucracies** (in particular secretariats, specialized committees such as the CTE, and working groups) or **states**. This paper will thus roughly differentiate between manifest conflicts among bureaucracies and manifest conflicts among states, which is an analytical distinction, since in reality, such disputes can include both kinds of actors to a certain extent. Furthermore, though this goes beyond the focus of the present research project, one could well assume that also **non-state actors** such as NGOs and corporations play a significant role in such disputes (cf. Wapner 1996, 1998). In particular, non-state actors might be important in regime-external arenas, since as stakeholders (or shareholders) they are immediately concerned by contradictory rules, e.g. companies which through their behavior (e.g. import of goods prohibited by an MEA, but granted by WTO rules) trigger the manifestation of a latent conflict.

As for bureaucracies, an analysis of their motivations and their importance for the outcome of regime conflicts could also provide a relevant contribution to the rather young research on the role of regime bureaucracies in international politics (cf. Bauer 2004; Sandford 1994, 1996). Whereas such bureaucracies can only appear in disputes on the regime-internal level, conflicts between states are possible within regime structures, e.g. during conferences or meetings of parties, or outside regime structures, when complying with contradictory regimes. Most importantly, the constellation of conflicting states actors can vary according to their membership, i.e. depending on whether they are parties to both regimes, members of only one of them or non-parties.

The respective examples for conflicts between these different types of actors have been given above when illustrating other conflict subtypes. Cases of conflicts between states include the NAFO-UNCLOS case between Canada and Spain (regime-external) and the CBD-TRIPS case (regime-internal) whereas an example for a conflict between bureaucracies is the Kyoto Protocol-ICAO/IMO case.34

### III.3. Overview of Types and Examples

Figure 2 combines the different types and subtypes along with the examples presented in this paper. Since I mostly have relied on samples of preceding projects in order to illustrate my typology, blank spaces in this chart should not yet be interpreted as a definite or predominant absence of respective cases. Some gaps might indeed be closed in the course of future empirical findings of the present project. This is particularly to be expected for conflicts involving regional regimes.

---

34 For the first case, see above: Ch. III.1.2.1; for the two other cases, see above: Ch. III.2.2.1.
### Figure 2: Examples of International Regime Conflicts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent Conflicts</th>
<th>Manifest Conflicts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-issue</strong></td>
<td><strong>Direct Conflicts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cross-issue</strong></td>
<td><strong>Single-issue</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cross-issue</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cross-issue</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Regional-Global**
  - ICCAT <> GATT
  - CCALMR <> GATT
  - DRD <> SPS/TBT
  - Basel Convention <> GATT
  - Montreal <> GATT
  - CITES <> GATT
  - FCCC/Kyoto <> GATT/GATS
  - FCCC/Kyoto <> TRIPS
  - CBD <> TRIPS
  - NAFO <> UNCLOS
  - OSPAR <> FCCC/Kyoto
  - Montreal <> FCCC/Kyoto
  - BSP <> GATT/SPS/TBT
  - PICCP <> GATT

- **Global-Global**
  - EU Habitats Directive <> EU Structural Funds
  - CAN IPR Regime <> TRIPS
  - OAU Model Law <> TRIPS
  - NAFO <> UNCLOS
  - OSPAR <> FCCC/Kyoto
  - Montreal <> FCCC/Kyoto
  - BSP <> GATT/SPS/TBT
  - PICCP <> GATT
However, other blank spaces might be harder to fill. This might hold true with respect to the striking absence of single-issue conflicts in the latent and direct types, which could be explained by the increase of coordination attempts among MEAs in recent years, often initiated by UNEP’s Division of Environmental Conventions. For example, in August 2001, a Liaison Group was formed consisting of members of the secretariats of the FCCC, the CBD and the UN Convention to Combat Desertification (CCD). This group especially aims at avoiding negative results from overlapping rules (Hoffmann 2003: 23).\textsuperscript{35} Another particularity revealed by the overview is the existence of only one case of a direct regime-external conflict, namely the dispute between Canada (referring to the NAFO) and Spain (referring to UNCLOS). Since this case wasn’t even included in the samples of preceding studies, and since one can assume that disputes between states (especially when leading to respective settlement procedures of international courts or appellate bodies) should be discovered rather easily, it seems unlikely to expect many more cases for this subtype. One could carefully presume that such conflicts are anticipated and, thus, avoided by regime-internal conflicts either between bureaucracies or between states parties.

Furthermore, Figure 2 does not display all possible combinations of the criteria introduced in this paper. In some cases, this simply depends on their respective definition: for instance, the distinction between regime-internal and regime-external conflicts only makes sense for the type of direct manifest conflicts, i.e. for conflicts occurring between actors. In other cases, further graphical differentiations have simply been omitted for the purpose of avoiding over-complexity; for example, I have not further classified direct manifest conflicts according to the time of manifestation (during primary negotiations, after adoption, after entry into force, etc.) or to the relational geographical scope of the involved regimes (global-global, regional-regional, global-regional). In fact, the subtype “regional-regional” is completely missing in Figure 2, since the consulted samples only included one eligible case (DRD vs. EU Structural Funds).

\textbf{IV. Solution Strategies for International Regime Conflicts}

In this chapter, I will briefly distinguish different kinds of approaches which can be taken in order to solve or tone down international regime conflicts. To be more precise, the term “conflict regulation” might be more appropriate than “conflict solution”, since, given the complexity of the problem, it cannot be expected that adequate mechanisms for a sustainable harmonization can be found for every case. More importantly, such regulations should not be confused with positive outcomes for all involved regimes. In fact, certain measures can also impair the effectiveness of one regime by clearly favoring the other regime, e.g. by granting priority rights. Thus, changes of rules or amendments often imply a trimming of original treaty objectives. Therefore, as will be shown in the next chapter, the character of such

\textsuperscript{35} This cooperation has also led to first measures in order to solve the abovementioned (Ch.III.1.2.2) indirect conflict between the Kyoto Protocol and the CBD (Oberthür 2003: 6).
“solutions” need to be considered when measuring and assessing the impact the effectiveness-related impact of regime conflicts. In short: the “solution” often is part of the problem and does not necessarily mark the end of a conflict, but might instead perpetuate or aggravate its effects, at least for one of the affected regimes.

The following typology (Figure 3) presents a preliminary overview without any examples. This overview is based on solution strategies which have already been applied, but is also taking into account possible instruments which are discussed in the literature (Neumann 2002: 317ff.; Young 1996: 18f.). Depending on the empirical findings of the ongoing research project, it should soon be possible to assign examples to this typology. Once this has happened, it remains to be seen whether certain regularities between conflict types and solution types can be revealed, i.e. whether conflicts of the same type are predominantly addressed by the same sort of solution strategy. Furthermore, with respect to the analysis of the impact of regime conflicts, these findings could show whether certain types of solutions tend to favor or impede the effectiveness of environmental regimes which are involved in a conflict.

The typology draws a general distinction between 1. strategies for long-term solutions, which are designed in order to anticipate and avoid any future conflict manifestations (sustainable or ex ante-solutions), and 2. measures which simply aim at solving a particular case after it appeared (singular or ex post-solutions). Furthermore, for each of these categories, strategies can be differentiated according to whether they immediately affect the wording or meaning of rules (legal approaches) or whether they involve the active coordination or cooperation between regime organs (political approaches).

**Figure 3: Solution Strategies for International Regime Conflicts**

**Legal approaches:** The modification of regime rules can be considered as the most classical case of a long-term solution. Such treaty changes cannot only occur explicitly, e.g. by
integrating or altering certain clauses, but also in an implicit way, e. g. through shifts in customary law.

Like direct changes, concrete interpretations of treaty rules can also provide sustainable harmonization between regimes, but they can also facilitate a singular settlement of a specific case. Treaty interpretations can be either decided by the respective majority of states parties or they can be provided by regime organs designed for dispute settlement. Moreover, if appealed to, third parties such as regime-external dispute settlement agencies (e. g. the ICJ), which refer to superordinate regulatory systems (e. g. the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties [VCLT]), might provide interpretations of overlapping rules (Neumann 2002: 343ff.).

**Political approaches:** The most common types of political long-term solutions are the coordination and the cooperation between regime organs. While the former only includes frequent consultations between single regime organs or some states parties, the latter comprises continuous and intensive relations between several regime organs – often institutionalized by cooperation agreements and accompanied by the establishment of special agencies such as the abovementioned Liaison Group of the CBD, the FCCC and the CCD (ibid.: 92f.).

Cooperation agreements exist between the International Labour Organization (ILO) and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), or between the World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). Unfortunately, the most ambitious attempt to date to reach a large scale cooperation agreement between several trade and environmental regimes has failed; the respective initiative had been launched during the preparations of the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD), but never materialized in the final documents of the summit.

Neumann (ibid.: 106f.) further distinguishes cooperation agreements based on whether they concentrate on *technical and administrative cooperation* (information exchange, scientific advice, etc.) or on *political cooperation* (observer status, project coordination, etc.). Agreements which intend to clarify the jurisdictional limits of overlapping regimes would fall into the latter category, i.e. the subtype of political cooperation agreements.

Unlike coordination or cooperation agreements, political short-term solutions don’t exceed the level of *ad hoc*-coordination in order to settle singular conflict manifestations. Such approaches include the establishment of problem-oriented *ad hoc*-working groups and the consultation of experts across regimes (Young 1996: ibid.).

---

36 See above: Ch. III.3.
37 The Draft Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on Sustainable Development, which had been issued at the fourth PrepCom in Bali on 12 June 2002, contained the heavily bracketed Paragraph 122c. This paragraph stated that the international community should “promote initiatives to ensure the coherence and mutual supportiveness between the rules of the multilateral trading systems and the rules of multilateral environmental agreements.” It called for “further collaboration between on the one hand the WTO and on the other ILO, UNCTAD, UNDP, UNEP and other relevant agencies”. This harmonization should be “consistent with the goals of sustainable development”. Unfortunately, none of these several formulas ever was included into the final document.
V. Assumptions about the Effect of International Regime Conflicts

Apart from its typological objective, the project underlying the present paper also aims at gaining theoretical assumptions about the impact of regime conflicts on the involved regimes. At the present stage of the project, please consider such assumptions to be only preliminary, particularly when identifying potential independent and intervening variables. In a first step, I will briefly sketch how these assumptions could look like in the light of the typology of regime conflicts presented in this paper, also building on institutionalist theory, or, more precisely, on theories of international regimes. Originally, these theories are not framed appropriately to capture inter-regime relations, but have been designed in order to analyze the genesis or effectiveness of separate regimes (cf. Hasenclever/Mayer/Rittberger 1997, 2000). In a second step, I will refer to considerable obstacles which might severely hamper both the performance and the significance of the tests of such assumptions.

V.1. Potential Variables and Indicators

The dependent variable, regime effectiveness, shall first of all be understood in a narrow sense as “compliance”, i. e. what Young/Levy (1999: 4ff.) termed “legal effectiveness”, namely the degree to which contractual obligations are met by the states parties. Compliance is a suitable concept when measuring the effect of the rather young phenomenon of regime conflicts in the course of before/after studies, since it captures short-term impacts on regime effectiveness whereas other indicators such as the problem-solving capacity of regimes or behavioral changes of parties and institutions rather take into account middle- and long-term impacts. However, concentrating on legal effectiveness only would miss another important indicator for the potential impact of regime incompatibilities – an indicator which can appear prior to the problem of compliance or non-compliance –, namely the nature of solution strategies, in particular the character of legal strategies such as regime change or interpretation. As insinuated in the preceding chapter, where I distinguished between several solution strategies, some legal approaches could significantly modify or lead away from the original objectives – mostly stated in the preambles – of the respective agreements. Whenever this is occurring, the mere focus on compliance patterns comes too late in order to capture the consequences of a regime conflict.

38 Altogether, Young/Levy (1999: 4ff.) distinguish between five possible approaches to the concept of regime effectiveness:

1. Problem-Solving Approach (= degree to which the problem that prompts regime creation is eliminated)
2. Legal Approach (= degree to which contractual obligations are met)
3. Economic Approach (= compliance [i. e. legal approach] + degree of economic efficiency)
4. Normative Approach (= degree of achievement of normative principles, e. g. fairness, participation, etc.)
5. Political Approach (= degree of causing changes in the behavior/interests of actors and in the policies/performances of institutions)
In short: compliance alone is only a reliable indicator, as long as no legal changes have taken place, which is definitely the case with latent regime conflicts. However, once a conflict has become manifest, one first has to make sure whether the dispute between actors – be it internal or external – has or has not prompted any changes or interpretations to the rules of the respective regimes.

As for the conceptualization of potential independent variables, the distinctive criteria presented in Ch. III, i.e. properties of both regimes and regime conflicts, could also turn out as plausible explanatory factors for the extent of negative effects caused by such conflicts. One criterion suitable for this purpose is the problem structure, i.e. issue area, for which the colliding regimes have been predominantly designed for. This criterion appears particularly promising, since it also is the major explaining variable of the so-called problem-structural approach of neo-institutionalist theory (cf. Hasenclever/Mayer/Rittberger 1997: 59ff.).

A first problem-structural hypothesis could be derived from the fact that regimes designed for similar issue areas mostly aim at similar objectives. This leads to the following causal connection:

(Ia) Rather than a cross-issue conflict, a single-issue conflict between environmental regimes can meet solutions which are less harmful to the effectiveness of the involved regimes.

Moreover, the focus on the relation of subject matters is linked to the problem of public or collective goods. According to Olson (1971), a single actor’s willingness to pay for public goods is very low, since this actor cannot be excluded from the consumption of these goods. Following this deductive approach, one can assume that actors will rather comply with regimes designed for private goods instead of abiding to environmental regimes which regulate public goods such as clean air or biological diversity, in other words:

(Ib) In case of a conflict between a regime regulating a private good and a regime regulating a public good, the former will prevail.

Yet, one could argue that, at second glance, this assumption does not seem very helpful, since free trade could as well be classified as a public good. However, there is an essential difference between the character of the public good “free trade” and environmental public goods. In order to point out this difference, one has to go beyond the classical understanding of the term given by Samuelson (1954) who had based his definition of public goods on the non-rivalry and non-excludability of benefits. Kaul/Conceição et al. (2003: 22f.) expanded this definition by distinguishing between goods which are public due to their innate properties (“pure public goods”, e.g. peace and security or environmental sustainability) and goods which are “de facto public” or “designed to be public”. The “publicness” of the latter type of goods is the result of a social construction, for instance because special rules guarantee their non-exclusiveness (e.g. laws providing free access to education). Subsequently, there are different kinds of publicness, and, even more important, different roles that regimes can play with regard to publicness: in the case of “designed” public goods, regimes can be the major provider of the quality of publicness itself, as in the case of trade liberalization. Therefore,  

39 For early adaptations of the free rider problem (in cases of collective action) to the issue of environmental protection, cf. Ostrom (1977) and Hardin (1968; “tragedy of the commons”).
one can assume that with respect to designed public goods, the costs of free riding, i.e. non-compliance, for each actor are slightly higher (since such behavior endangers the non-exclusiveness of the good) than in cases where regimes regulate pure public goods such as biological diversity or ozone layer protection, because even non-compliance would not put the publicness of the good at stake. A hypothesis which takes this re-definition of public goods into account reads:

(IIIc) In case of a conflict between a regime regulating a designed public good and a regime regulating a pure public good, the former will prevail.

Another potential independent variable provided by neo-institutionalism is the degree of legalization of the affected regimes. Abbott/Keohane et al. (2000) distinguish three dimensions of legalization: obligation (i.e. the degree to which actors are bound by sets of rules), precision (i.e. the degree to which rules unambiguously define the conduct they require), and delegation (i.e. the degree of institutional setting, meaning the extent to which third parties have been granted authority to implement, interpret, and apply rules). The third dimension comprises the design of dispute resolution (e.g. a regime’s sanctioning capacities or settlement procedures) and the mechanisms of rule making and implementation (e.g. decision-making procedures, monitoring capacities, etc.). With this three-fold approach, the authors take into account that relying on one of these dimensions alone does not lead to stable predictions. For example, regarding the dimension of obligation, Shelton (2003) has shown that soft law can meet similar or sometimes higher compliance rates than binding rules. Hence, including all three dimensions (in particular delegation which accounts for the strength of WTO rules due to the organization’s dispute settlement mechanism) leads to the following assumption:

(II) In case of a conflict among international regimes, the regime(s) with the higher degree of legalization will prevail.

Two further regime properties which could be tested as explaining variables are the geographical scopes and the membership patterns of conflicting regimes. Though being linked to each other, both features should not be confused, since membership patterns can significantly vary between regimes of similar territorial range. With regard to geographical scopes, an intuitive assumption, which assigns greater importance to the regime with the wider range, might read:

(IIIa) In case of a conflict between a regional and a global regime, the latter will prevail.

However, this assumption will hardly pass as a stable prediction when put to the test, since – unlike the other independent variables presented so far – the geographical scope is merely a formal criterion with no substantial connotation. It could therefore be considerably devalued by cross-cutting properties such as problem structures and degrees of legalization; for example, a regional regime might possess higher degrees of obligation, precision and delegation than the global regime it is colliding with.

On the other hand, the focus on membership patterns might offer a more promising approach (cf. Gehring/Oberthür 2004: 17f.). Apart from the mere number of states parties, this factor...
also accounts for the importance of particular members in respective issue areas. Hence, it builds on power-based regime theories which partly follow neo-realist tenets by focusing on hegemonies and relative gains (cf. Hasenclever/Mayer/Rittberger 1997: 83ff.). This approach does not only apply to familiar cases where the United States have not ratified major MEAs (e.g. the CBD or the Kyoto Protocol), but also to cases involving more peculiar regional regimes (e.g. Norway not being a member to the ICCAT). Thus, whenever a key player is party to only one of the regimes involved in a conflict and reveals a clear preference for the objectives of this regime, the regime has higher chances to succeed.

(Illb) In case of a conflict between two regimes, the one endorsed by the more powerful constellation of members will prevail.

Again, for the time being, these hypotheses should only be regarded as preliminary assumptions. This caveat is further stressed by the need to identify proper intervening variables before engaging into tests. First of all, after choosing the independent variable to be tested, all other potential explanatory factors presented in this chapter have to be controlled for. Moreover, further possible intervening variables include secondary factors, which have been introduced and tested by neo-institutionalist scholars, such as external shocks (e.g. natural disasters) or the climate among relevant actors within and between regimes (Rittberger/Zürn 1990; Zürn 1992). Moreover, the so-called “shadow of the future” (Axelrod 1984: 54ff.) should be taken into account which refers to the effect that an interaction can have on future interactions. Finally, domestic factors like changes in government could as well influence the effectiveness of the regimes under consideration.

V.2. Analytical Problems

Any testing of the aforementioned or other assumptions on the impact of regime conflicts will be confronted with two major obstacles which are both rooted in the complexity of the research subject. These obstacles are 1. the variability of conflicts over time and 2. the considerable length of causal chains, i.e. the high likeliness of third factor relevance. The first problem rather aggravates the analysis of manifest conflicts whereas the second one is particularly hampering the study of latent conflicts.

As for the variability of conflicts over time: it is obvious that all direct manifest conflicts have started out as latent conflicts before having materialized in the form of disputes between actors. Moreover, as demonstrated by the conflict between the CBD and TRIPS, the constellation and the predominant type of actors (bureaucracies or states) can vary as well. Finally, different attempts might be made at different points in time in order to solve regime conflicts, which does not only alter the properties of regimes, but also their effectiveness, thus influencing the values of the previously presented independent and dependent variables alike. This flexibility makes a clear-cut comparative analysis of manifest conflict cases highly difficult.

40 See above: Ch. III.2.2.1.
The second problem, the **length of causal chains**, especially appears in cases of latent conflicts, i.e. whenever the dependent variable, the (negative) change in effectiveness of the involved regimes, can only be indicated by changes in the compliance with these regimes. It is evident that there are several other reasons – beside the regime conflict – which can be held accountable for shifts in the compliance behavior of states parties, e.g. the abovementioned intervening variables such as external shocks or domestic changes of government. Unfortunately, it seems rather improbable that these numerous factors can be controlled for in a way that ensures representative results.

Given these obstacles set by the complexity of the research subject, Gehring/Oberthür (2003: 26ff., 2004: 6ff.) suggest a type of analysis which is based on Coleman (1990): regime interactions shall be disaggregated into an adequate number of bilateral cases of unidirectional impacts from a source to a target regime. After the collection of empirical data has come to an end, these cases could be re-aggregated into causal chains or clusters. However, following the suggestion of Gehring/Oberthür might miss the relational aspect of regime-conflicts: due to the disaggregation, the variables for the “mini-cases” would also be framed in a unidirectional way; thus, even a final re-aggregation (whose procedure still needs to be elaborated in further detail) would not avoid reductionist conclusions.

A more suitable alternative could be based on Hovi/Sprinz/Underdal (2003, 2003a) and their “Oslo-Potsdam solution”, a counter-factual approach designed to measure regime effectiveness. One could think of applying this approach in order to assess the impact of regime conflicts on the involved regimes, by determining the fictitious effectiveness of a regime in the absence of the regime(s) colliding with it. However, this is easier said than done, since any potential mutual effect between the regimes has to be singled out.

To sum up: it remains to be seen whether, with the methodical possibilities at hand, in-depth analyses of the impact of regime conflicts can be led out of the **significance-representativity dilemma** they are currently stuck in: on the one hand, the results of studies of manifest conflicts are more reliable, since less intervening factors have to be accounted for; on the other hand, it is latent regime conflicts which represent the major group of cases.

**Conclusion**

In *Chapter I*, I have outlined the starting assumption of the research project, namely the assumption of an increasing incoherence among international regimes. This trend gained momentum with the ending of the Cold War and the subsequent intensification of multilateral negotiations on various issues, including international security and free trade, but also on topics such as environmental protection; since most of the resulting regimes developed independently from each other, functional and substantial overlaps were inevitable, sometimes producing contradictory and incompatible rules. Having outlined this assumption, I have briefly documented the state of the art, i.e. the current status of research on
international regime conflicts in the disciplines of international relations and international law. Despite significant progress in the last three years, including comprehensive studies on regime interactions, I concluded that three research challenges still have to be met: 1. the provision of a synopsis which in greater detail focuses on regime conflicts; 2. comparative analyses of the effects of such conflicts, i.e. of the mechanisms by which these conflicts alter the effectiveness of the involved regimes; and 3. comparative studies about (reasons for) the genesis of regime conflicts.

In my own ongoing project, I intend to contribute to the filling of the first two of these research gaps by developing a typology of regime conflicts on environmental issues, and by gaining assumptions – based both on existing regime theories and empirical findings – about the impact of regime conflicts. In the present paper, I have mostly concentrated on progress made with regard to the first objective, by presenting a two-fold conceptualization of regime conflicts. Chapter II has documented the first step of this conceptualization, namely the development of a definition of international regime conflicts. This definition is drawing from three important sources, namely the understanding of regimes as sets of explicit rules (Keohane 1989, 1993), the distinction of different types of institutional linkages provided by Oran Young (1996), and the conception of conflict as a negative externality. Subsequently, regime conflicts have been defined as functional overlaps among two or more international regimes which produce substantial negative impacts on the development and the effectiveness of at least one of the regimes involved.

The second step of the intended conceptualization, as presented in Chapter III, consists in the introduction of criteria in order to differentiate between various types of international regime conflicts. After distinguishing major conflict types according to their degree of manifestation and immediacy (latent conflicts, direct manifest conflicts, indirect manifest conflicts), I have presented further distinctive criteria in order to refine the typology. These additional criteria include properties of the conflicting regimes (e.g. the intersection of their problem structures and geographical scopes) as well as properties of the conflicts as such (e.g. the time [during negotiations, before/after entry into force, etc.] and place of their appearance [within/between or outside regime organs], or the constellation of conflict parties [bureaucracies, states parties, non-parties, etc.]). The resulting types and subtypes have been illustrated by examples which were mostly taken from the samples of the UN University’s Inter-Linkages Initiative (Chambers 2001; Velazquez/Piest 2003) and the Institutional Interaction Project (Gehring/Oberthür 2003, 2004, 2004a). Finally, Figure 2 has displayed an overview of types and respective examples, representing the preliminary status of my research project. Therefore, blank spaces in this chart should not be interpreted as a definite or predominant absence of respective cases, since some gaps might indeed be filled by future empirical findings.

Chapter IV has introduced another typology, this time with respect to possible solution strategies for international regime conflicts. I have classified such strategies depending on whether they are designed in order to anticipate and avoid future conflict manifestations (sustainable solutions) or whether they solely intend to settle a particular dispute (singular solutions). Furthermore, solution strategies have been grouped into legal approaches (treaty change, treaty interpretation, and dispute settlement) and political approaches (coordination
and cooperation among regimes). At present, this typology is not yet directly linked to the two major goals of the research project. However, depending on the nature of the project’s empirical findings, the typology might prove useful for both objectives: first, it might contribute to the goal of mapping regime conflicts, provided that certain regularities between conflict types on the one side and solution types on the other side could be discovered (i.e. the analysis might reveal to what extent conflicts of the same type are predominantly addressed by the same sort of solution strategy); second, with regard to the intention of analyzing the (negative) impact of regime conflicts, the typology might help to determine whether certain sorts of solutions tend to favor or, respectively, curtail the effectiveness of environmental regimes.

Building on these typologies, but also drawing from assumptions provided by the neo-institutionalist school of thought (more precisely: by theories of international regimes), Chapter V has presented first steps towards relationally framed hypotheses about the impact of regime conflicts (Again, at the current project status, these hypotheses should only be considered as preliminary assumptions.). As for measuring the dependent variable, i.e. the impact on the effectiveness of the involved regimes, I have presented two suitable indicators. First, I have suggested to look for changes in the compliance patterns of the two colliding regimes after the appearance of the conflict. However, when analyzing conflicts to which (legal) solution strategies have already been applied, the focus on compliance alone might lead to misleading observations. In these cases, instead of solely assessing shifts in compliance rates, one also has to take into account the effects of changes or interpretations of regime rules, since such changes might imply the trimming of original regime objectives.

With respect to potential independent variables, I have referred to some of the typological criteria presented in Chapter III (e.g. the problem structure of the involved regimes), but also to other relative regime properties such as the respective degree of legalization. Finally, potential intervening variables include external shocks or domestic changes in key countries.

At the end of the fifth and last chapter, I have pointed out some major analytical problems (1. the variability of conflicts over time, and 2. the considerable length of causal chains) which endanger the significance and/or representativity of comparative studies about regime conflicts.

To sum up, the present paper has clearly documented that international regime conflicts confront scholars with a highly complex research object, setting serious obstacles to any kind of systematic comparative analysis. Nevertheless, this should not deter, but rather attract scholars, since the potential theoretical and practical rewards are equally tempting. First of all, dealing with regime conflicts can significantly contribute to institutionalist theories, be it by framing and adapting some of the existing theories in order to lift them up to the inter-regime level, or by gaining additional and innovative theoretical assumptions about the genesis or consequences of regime conflicts. Second, not only with respect to theoretical merits, but also with regard to empirical findings, the topic has much to offer, since – apart from a couple of well researched cases – many regime conflicts have not yet been thoroughly analyzed, and a number of them might have not even been discovered.
Finally, and most importantly, the study of international regime conflicts can have immediate *practical* relevance regarding the question of effective global environmental governance. Some of the research findings could be translated into policy propositions regarding the harmonization of present regulative systems. In fact, as long as the existing environmental regimes will not be backed up by the (rather unlikely) establishment of a (powerful) World Environment Organization (cf. Biermann/Bauer 2004), their robustness depends on appropriate data and suggestions on how to actively handle their conflicts with other regimes. Put in pessimistic terms (from an ecological point of view), only the analysis of intersections and frictions between regimes can substantially confirm the intuitive assumption of relatively “weak” environmental regimes. Put in optimistic terms, the inter-regime approach might uncover supportive conditions for the strengthening of environmental regimes as well as for synergetic effects of free trade and global environmental protection.
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